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About St. Thomas College of Engineering and Technology

St. Thomas Engineering College, Sivapuram, Mattannur was established by St. Thomas Educational Society, Adoor with a view to impart high quality engineering education through systematic studies and efficient training. The college has a team of eminent faculty members and a disciplined atmosphere which help to promote a holistic approach to learning. There is a right balance of cognitive, conceptual, ethical, humane and spiritual growth as a whole.

The college started its functioning in the academic year 2014-15 and is approved by the All India council for Technical Education and affiliated to APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University.

Management

St. Thomas College of Engineering & Technology, Kannur is established by St. Thomas Educational Society, Adoor. Today St. Thomas Educational Society enjoys a comfortable space in the educational sector of Kerala through the establishment of innovative and path leading educational institutions such as St. Thomas College of Engineering & Technology, Chengannur and Travancore International School, Adoor. St. Thomas Educational Society has also been the foundation force behind the establishment of Caarmel Engineering College, Pathanamthitta, Caarmel Business School.

Dr. Shinu Mathew John (Phd., ME, BE) is the Principal of STM. He is a life time member of Indian Society for Technical Education (ISTE) and an active member of IEEE.
Academic Achievements

- Consistently Ranked Top 2 in Self Financing Engineering College KTU Result in North Kerala.
- Consistently bagging one among Top 5 Ranks in Kannur University B-Tech Results.
- All Kerala Top 50 Ranking in KTU B-Tech Semester Results.
- First Rank in Civil Engineering in Kannur University B-Tech Sixth Semester Result.

University Toppers

- Fathimathul Masna (CSE) 10 SOPA in S2 Examination (May 2019) All Kerala University Topper
- Abijith V (ECE) 9.63 SOPA in S2 Examination (May 2019)
- Vyshnav C.K (ME) 9.38 SOPA in S3 Examination (Dec 2018) 1st Rank
- Kavya M (ECE) 9.2 SOPA in S3 Examination (Dec 2018) 1st Rank
- Raiza Khalid (CSE) 9.7 SOPA in S2 Examination (May 2019) 3rd Rank
- Anugha Harikrishnan (CSE) 9.5 SOPA in S2 Examination (May 2019)
- Athira P (CE) 1st Rank KU B-Tech Sem Exam (Jun 2017)

Students Association & Professional Bodies

To enhance the overall development of students and staff members STM has proudly associated with industry standard Professional Bodies, value added course offerings and other student activity bodies. These bodies and their associated activities add immense value to the student knowledge base and acts as a bridge between student life and professional work environment.
Training & Placement

The Placement Cell of St. Thomas College of Engineering and Technology started functioning in the academic year 2015-16 with various training programs and developmental activities planned throughout the academic year. Our students achieved placement in various reputed companies through Campus Recruitment.

*More than 70+ job offers* have already been achieved by our students with many more placement activities planned to enable each and every student who are eligible, an opportunity to leave the college with a campus placement. We have tie-ups with many training partners and recruitment companies apart from facilitating direct industry relationships to enable maximum placement for our bright students.
Engg students’ Vishu gift for farmers

JESTIN ABRAHAM

As their peers press for Student Seminars across the nation, engineering students at St. Thomas College of Engineering and Technology in Thrissur are taking a different path—a startup-minded way of doing things. These students, N Liju and N Alshas, have come up with a prototype of an all-in-one tool: a Vishu season, which they believe will help cultivators all over the country. It is equipped with essential tools to help cultivators at various levels of farming, from ploughing to harvesting, weeding, irrigation, herding, milking, and weeding. It is a common scene in our locality, where cultivators are worried about the availability of machines or laborers for harvesting and other processes.

Asst. Prof Anum Mon and CSE students receiving STM’s premium academy membership from ICT Academy.

ADARSH C (NSS volunteer secretary of St. Thomas College of Engineering and Technology) receiving certificate of appreciation from AICTE vice chairman for completing SAGY first phase.

As part of Punarjani 2017 NSS unit of St. Thomas College of Engineering and Technology has recreated an asset of worth Rs 5950200 at Kuthuparamba Taluk Hospital.

STM Achievements

University Zonal Runners Up - STM

Dr. Shibu Mathew John (Principal of St. Thomas College of Engineering and Technology) receiving certificate of appreciation from AICTE vice chairman for completing SAGY survey.
XTASY - ANNUAL CULTURAL EVENT

IGNITE - ANNUAL SPORTS EVENT
Transport

A Fleet of College buses operates in and around Kannur (Dt.) facilitating easy and flexible transportation to all the staff and students.

Current bus routes are provided as listed below,

- Bus No.: 1 Kannur
- Bus No.: 2 Thalassery
- Bus No.: 3 Irity
- Bus No.: 4 Mayoor
- Bus No.: 5 Paravoor
- Bus No.: 6 Kuthuparamba
- Bus No.: 7 Thottada
- Bus No.: 8 Chalode
- Bus No.: 9 Peralassery

New Bus routes will be added as per the requests received.

Location Sketch

Far from the crampedness and congestion of the city, the campus environment is tranquil and in harmony with nature ensuring a highly conducive atmosphere for learning. The college is situated in Vellilode, Sivapuram, hardly 5 kms from Uruvachal, 7 kms from Mattanur, 16 kms from Kuthuparamba, 28 kms from Thalassery, 35 kms from Kannur, 12 kms from Irity and is well connected to all major cities by road and railway networks.

Nearest Bus Station: Mattanur 7 km
Nearest Railway Station: Thalassery 25 km
Nearest Airport: Kannur International Airport 8 km

For more details

St. Thomas College of Engineering & Technology
Sivapuram, P.O., Mattanur, Kannur (Dt.), Kerala - 670 702
Tel: 0490 - 2401700/01/02, 9447400216, 9447041216
e-mail: stthomas@kunnur@gmail.com
www.stthomas.kunnur.in

Administrative Office:
St. Thomas Educational Society
Suite No: 50/653, Adoor Tower, Adoor, Pathanamthitta
Tel: 04734 221372, 220462, 9447041216
www.stcet.net
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